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Welcome!
Welcome to the January 2012 issue of the Gemba Academy
newsletter.
In this edition we’re excited to announce a Free 115 Lean
Training PowerPoints and Lean Strategy Kit promotion
that’s being done in collaboration with Lean CEO. Click here to
learn more details.
We’re also happy to announce the completion of our newest
course focused on Built in Quality. With this new course, the
Complete Lean Package now consists of 223 Lean Training
Videos that are also available on 32 DVDs for those times
Internet access isn’t available.
We always enjoy hearing from you so please feel free to email
us at academy@gembaacademy.com or call us at
1-866-599-1398.
Thanks for your continued interest in Gemba Academy!
Best,
Ron Pereira
Gemba Academy LLC

115 Lean PowerPoints and Lean Strategy Kit Promotion
Gemba Academy has partnered with the Lean CEO organization
on an exciting promotion.
Specifically, between January 1 and January 31 anyone that
purchases a 6-month or 1-year subscription to the Complete
Lean Package will receive both the Lean CEO Bundle of 115
PowerPoint training presentations and the Lean
Enterprise Strategy Kit absolutely free!
Sold by themselves… the Lean CEO PowerPoint’s and Lean
Strategy Kit retail for $499.
This promotion will remain open to the first 500 customers or
until January 31, whichever comes first.
For more details on this limited time promotion please click
here.

New Course: Built in Quality
Most lean thinking books and training focus on topics related to
the Just in Time, or JIT, pillar of the "Lean House." To be sure,
topics such as takt time and kanban get lots of attention.
But as we all know it takes two pillars to hold any house up.
And as it relates to the "Lean House" the second, less talked
about, pillar focuses on Built in Quality with a special
emphasis on topics like Jidoka.
In this course focused on Built in Quality (BIQ) Chris
Schrandt - a senior consultant for the Kaizen Institute and
former Quality Engineering Manager at the Toyota Georgetown,
KY plant - delivers a live workshop at the Peterbilt
Manufacturing Facility.
During this course Chris explains what Built in Quality is, how
to achieve it, and how to ensure it becomes a way of life within
your organization no matter if you work in a factory, office, or
healthcare facility.
Learn more about this course by clicking here.

223 HD Videos
80 quizzes
89 PDFs
25 templates
1 eBook/audiobook

Subscribe online and gain access to videos, quizzes and
downloadable content—over 94 hours worth of
training material.
Also Available On DVD
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